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By ST AFF REPORT S

Today in luxury:

Mark Cross is launching resale, in a rare move for a luxury brand

Mark Cross' box-shaped Grace bag has sped through the typical life cycle of an "it" bag since its 2014 relaunch, with
blockbuster initial sales and an inevitable fade. Now, the American luxury brand sees a way to profit from fickle
demand: embrace the resale market, says Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

Cond Nast Britain returns to profit in 2018 despite turnover decline

Cond Nast Britain, which manages British Vogue, GQ, Tatler and 10 other brands, swung back to profit in fiscal 2018,
despite a 7.8 decline in turnover, reports Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Tour the factory where Bentley handcrafts its  luxury rides

Most automotive factories pride themselves on how quickly they can stamp out new cars. Last year, Volkswagen's
massive plant in Wolfsburg, Germanythe largest in the worldstamped out about 3,500 Golfs and Tiguans a day.
That's about two cars a minute, using robots, perpetual shift changes and precisely choreographed, just-in-time parts
delivery strategies from a global network of suppliers, according to Wired.

Click here to read the entire article on Wired

Dubai's Jumeirah cuts 500 jobs as tourism industry struggles

Jumeirah Group LLC cut hundreds of jobs as a slowdown in the emirate's tourism industry weighs on the operator of
Dubai's sail-shaped Burj Al Arab hotel, according to people familiar with the matter, per Bloomberg.
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Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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